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The problem of topological classification of manifolds, moreover of general sets, was long ago abandoned by mathematicians not only due to its algorithmic insolvability, but also due to the extreme kalidoscopicity and complexity of objects being a stumbling block on the way to conceptual integrity of a research program. This is moreover true with respect to the problem of describing manifold maps. However, for the maps and manifolds arising from the problems of the theory of dynamical systems, mathematical physics and chemistry, the classification problems sometimes may be reasonably solved. In this paper I'm going to follow some links which connect the theory of dynamical systems and topological algebra. Let us introduce some general terminology. (a> df(E,") = E;(x), df(E,") = E;(x), (b) there exist constants c > 0 and A E (0, 1) such that (~df"u~j<ch"~Ju~~, IJEE; and IIdf-"ull<chnllull, LJEE,U, n>,O, (c) E: and E," depend continuously on x E A. We denote by B,(x) the ball of radius r with centre at x E A. symbols. The f-invariant continuum K = n m z ,f"II is called Smale's horseshoe attractors [l] . He introduced the n-fold horseshoe map, which maps into itselfs the region Ucfl) in the plane consisting of the unit square B = B, UB, U B, U& U . . . u B, ~$3~ and of the two half disks A and C attached to opposite sides of the square as pictured in Fig. 2 (or Fig. 3 ). The f-invariant continuum K, =
is called the n-folding horseshoe attractor. This n-folding horseshoe attractor is a type of snakelike continuum called a Knaster continuum. Let us outline the proof of Barge's theorem in spirit of topological algebra. ,,,f'*u=A (nnGof"U=A) .
The hyperbolic theory of dynamical systems generated from diffeomorphisms sheds light on the role of those attractors that are not manifolds, which are called "strange attractors". Smale described the class of DE diffeomorphisms, which are a natural generalization of Van Dantzig maps having Vietoris-Van Dantzig solenoids as attractors.
We describe one of the attractors of this type as the limit of the inverse spectrum of circles 5" & St c . * . 5 S' c . * . with the projections g : S' * S' of the form g(z) =z", II 2 2 is an integer, if S' = {z E C: ) z I= 1). If we write the points of the similar solenoid s", as sequences (z,,z2,. . . , zkyzk+ ,, , . .>, zk = zi+ ,, then the DE map, which is bounded on 8,,, is topologically conjugate to the shift map G : En + En, where G (zl,zZ,. . . , zk,. . .> = (gzl,zl,zZ,. . . , zk,. . . ) .
For each integer n > 2 we consider a continuous map of the interval I = [ -1, 11, T, : I + I, defined by T,(x) = cos n(arc cos X) (the so-called Tschebischev polynomial map). (1) every disk of diameter not exceeding F > 0 that occurs in the neighbourhood base of a point of 557 is the g-image of a disk in some neighbourhood base, (2) the restriction of g to a disk of diameter not exceeding E is an expansion with coefficient which is not less than A and the image of this disk is situated in some of the disks of the same type, (3) there is an integer m > 0 such that the gm-image of a basic neighbourhood of a point composed of disks of diameter not exceeding E is situated in a disk of some basic neighbourhood, 
is a shift of the solenoid 8.
Theorem 2.5. Every point x E 8 possesses a neighbourhood that is homeomorphic to the product of a Cantor discontinuum and a u-disk.
We now state two theorems that provide us with a mean of constructing one-dimensional generalized solenoids. Theorem 2.8. Let 3 = V y= ,Si be a bouquet of n circles, endowed with the metric A described in Theorem 2.6. We split the x-set of letters S,, S,-I, S,, S; ', . . . , S,, S; ', formed by the generators of r,j%' into two disjoint subsets 2' and X2 in such a way that from Si ~2' (Si E z*) it follows that Sic' E 2' (.S:' E x2) and one of the following two possibilities is satisfied:
(1) Si E_Y (i = 1, 2), (2) s, E z2, s, E 2:'.
As described
in Theorem 2.6, a map g : 3 +A? that leaves 0 fixed and is a uniform expansion on every circle Si (i = 1, 2,. . . , n) is uniquely determined by its action on the fundamental group in the following way:
where for the pair LY, p one of the following possibilities is satisfied: a = S(l, p = Slk,', 1, # I,, I,, I, E {l, 2), k,, k, E { -1, 11, neighbouring letters of every word g*Si (i= 1,2,..., n) belong to different sets s:', Z2, and for any Si, Sj there is an integer mi > 0 such that the word g ELSE contains either Sj or SIT'. The triplet (~$7, A, g} defines a branched manifold.
Example 2.9. We construct the structurally stable diffeomorphism f: S2 --) S2
whose nonwandering set consists of a hyperbolic one-dimensional attractor A and four fixed punctiform repellers ( = repelling points). Attractor A is homeomorphic to irreducible continua like the "Lakes of Wada" construction, which separates the two-sphere S2 into four domains. Suppose that a diffeomorphism f maps into itself the figure $2 (the whole of Fig. 5 ) which is homeomorphic to a disk from which three pairwise disjoint disks have been deleted, so that f_97 can be represented as in Fig. 6 . Here f acts on rr,(&3-, x,), the free group with generators S,, S, and S, in the following manner:
f * s, = s,s,'s;', f*S3 =s2.
f : 9 -9 can be extended to a structurally stable diffeomorphism which has four fixed punctiform repellers in the supplement to the Here 2' = IS,}, Z* = {S,, S,).
f:S*'S* domain 9. 
Classification of the expanding attractors of codimension 1
We confine ourselves to expanding attractors of codimension 1, they have the local structure of the product of a Cantor set and an (n -l)-dimensional disk.
Definition 4.1. Let x,, x2 E A. Using the fact that A is hyperbolic we select an E > 0 and a 6 > 0 such that the neighbourhood cI(xi) = lJ W,"(x) is homeomorphic to R" and x E wEu(x,). We assume that (This assumption is satisfied if r > 0 is sufficiently large.) We choose a direction on IJI$~(x,) and corresponding to it the points z,,z2,, . . , z,, of successive intersections of We' with lI$"(x,). In U(x,) we choose the orientation generated by the tangent vector to W:(x2) at the point z, which specifies the direction of W;(x,), and some (n -1)-frame of tangent vectors to W,"(x,) at 2,. At every point zi, i > 1, there arises the n-frame generated by the tangent vector to W;F(~2) at the point that determines the direction of W;'(x2) and an (n -l)-frame of tangent vectors to WEu(x,) at the same point having the same orientation as the (n -l)-frame at zr. If all the frames arising in this way determine one and the same orientation on U(x,) and this assertion does not depend on the arbitrary choice of xi, x2 EA, E > 0, 6 > 0, Y > 0, then such an attractor A is said to be orientable, otherwise unorientable (see Figs. 7 and 8) . do not exceed 2, and in the case of an orientable attractor they are exactly equal to 2, the periods of boundary points of each connective are equal. If n = 2 then the boundary points of each connective of _NM\A) have the same period, provided that the orientation of a neighbourhood of each of them is preserved by the power off whose degree is equal to the period of the point, otherwise every connective contains one or two boundary points of an odd period k and an even number of boundary points of period 2k (which may be empty).
Coding and enumeration of attractors of diffeomorphism on orientahle surfaces
Here are represented the results of my collaborator Professor A. Zhirov. Let M, be a closed orientable surface of genus g > 0, f : M, + M, a diffeomorphism and A c M, its one-dimensional, connected, hyperbolic attractor. Let ent( f, A> denote a topological entropy of restriction f/A and h be real positive. The problem is to describe all attractors such that ent( f, A) < h. The first result in this direction is negative. where equality holds in the case when an attractor cannot be realized on the surface of genus less than g. The next problem is to give some algorithm which enables us to describe all attractors of a given boundary type having entropy less than a given number. To solve this we introduce some code of attractor on the base of the next construction.
Let n 2 2 be a natural number, u a permutation of {1,2,. . . ,2n) such that all its cycles are of period 2. We construct some 2-manifold ZZm,t with boundary as follows. Consider an interval Z = [L, R] and two families of its subintervals r = IA,, . . . , A,), 4 = IA,, ,, . . . , A,,,) (u = 2n -t) such that next conditions hold:
(1) Two intervals belonging to the same system are disjoint and its numeration is such that if i <j then Ai is to the left of Aj.
(2) The left ends of A, and A,, , are in L, the right ends of A, and A,,, are in R.
(3) The complementary intervals of the system 7 don't intersect with those of system 4. Let's glue to each pair of intervals Ai, Aj such that j = o(i) a handle ZZa of index 1 such that ZZg,, = tJ z=,ZZa is orientable.
It's easy to see that ZZV,, is a surface of genus g with k holes, where 2g + k = n + 1. Now let A be an attractor of diffeomorphism f, a fixed point 8 E A is called good if f preserves an orientation of w"(O). An attractor is called an F-attractor if it has a good fixed point. Every attractor may be considered as an F-attractor for some iteration of f. The factor space of rr,,, by its fibration on stable manifold arcs is a bouquet of n circles and the factor map generates a representation of an attractor as a solenoid in the same sense as WiIliams.
Let k, be a number of composants (= connected components) of a set f(lIv,,) n int II, (1 < i G n) and k = (k r,. . . , k,J be a vector with components k, called the vector of intersections for the attractor. Let k, be a number of intervals in (L, fL), nfn,,, and let 6 = f 1 if f does or does not preserve an orientation. A symbol (8, u, t; E, kL) is called a code of the attractor, where CL, fL), is the (ii) Each attractor has only a finite number of different codes.
There exists an algorithm which enables us to prove if a formal code is really a code of some attractor or not. Moreover there is an estimation of max ki by the entropy of an attractor.
Because of this facts it is possible to find codes of all attractors with a given boundary type and entropy less than a given number using a computer.
Examples 5.6 (on the pictures represented by ZIW,, and its images under f>.
(1) The DA map by Smale on a torus has a code with II = 2, u = (1, 4)(2, 3), t = 2, k = (3, 2), k, = 0. The induced action on the fundamental group is s, + Sr&Sr, s, -s,s, (see Fig. 10 ). 
Classification of expanding attractors on manifolds of arbitrary dimension
Definition 6.1. We consider the set r of pairs (A, 9') each of which consists of a hyperbolic automorphism A of codimension 1 of an n-torus T", n a 2 (automor-phism A is generated by a matrix with integral entries that has a unique eigenvalue p of absolute value less than one> and a finite A-invariant set 9 c T".
We introduce in r an equivalence relation N by declaring that (A,, PO,> N (A,, ~7~) if there is a linear map I) : T" + T" that is the composition of an automorphism and a group translation and for which A, = I,/IA,I,-' and $Ya2 = I&P,. The equivalence class of (A? 9') is called the class of an orientable attractor. 
Classification theorem of the orientable attractors

Classification theorem of the unorientable attractors of codimension 1
Definition 6.3. We consider the set f of triples (A, 9, 0) consisting each of a hyperbolic automorphism A of codimension 1 of an n-torus, a linear involution 1'3 of this torus that commutes with A and has a nonempty set Fix 0 of fixed points in the finite set 9, which is invariant under 0 and A. We introduce in f an equivalence relation N by declaring that (A,, 9,, 19,) (1) f A,9 is diffeotopic to A. Every line L:. is divided by qi and forms two stable manifolds of the boundary periodic points pi E C,( $ E cj of fA,".
If A commutes with some continuous involution 8 : T" * T" having a nonempty finite set of fiied points Fix 6 and if 9 3 Fix f3 is o-invariant, then the involution 0 has the structure 19x = -x + a, where a is a fixed point of A and f A,9 can also be constructed so as to commute with 0. (0 is called an involution if 0 0 e(x) =x for each x.) On the manifold T," = T*\Fix 0 18 obtained from T"\Fix 0 by indentifying the parts of points (x, 0x) a diffeomorphism fA,",e arises having an unorientable expanding attractor A(A, 9, 0) of codimension 1 whose domain of attraction W'A(A, 9, 0) is T,"\r, U fzlqi, where r0 : T"\Fix t9 + T," is a twosheeted cover with transformation group generated by 8.
The topological classification problem of the Lorenz's type attractors
In the following part of this paper I'll deal with the results obtained by my post-graduate student N. Klinshpont on the problem of topological classification of Lorenz type attractors. For the proof of Theorem 8.1 see Appendix.) Denote
Ixl<l].
Let T: II\S + 17 be the l-l mapping defined by T(x, y> = (f(x, y>, g(y)) where f and g are differentiable functions. T has two fixed points Jr and A2 which lie on the lines y = -1 and y = 1 respectively. For all x E [-1, 11, lim,,,_,T(x, y) =p, and lim,,,+O T(x, y) =pz, where p1 and p2 are the points with ordinates q, and qz respectively (see Fig. 141 , 0 < q, < 1, -1 < q2 < 0.
Suppose that (1) (a> 1) f, 1) < 1, (b) 11 g, II> 1.
(2) for all n 2 0, k E {l, 21, T"pkES. Let us define a sequence of sets
For all IZ > 1, G, c G,_,. Denote &-= fl n ~ OGn. Obviously for x E &\S, TX E Z:,.
Consider any point z E &\ U kaoTk(p, up,). For all II > 1, T-"z is defined and T-9 E _&, T-"zES.
Therefore we can define a sequence (~~ (2) Denote t =g l[q2, qrl, t maps [q2, qrl on [q2, qrl, (3) lim ,,o_ot(y)=ql, lim,,,+,t(y)=q2 (see Fig. 15 ). By assumption (2) 
t"q, # 0. Let us express xT by means of t.
Denote Q, = ix: 3 lim n m +mtmnqk =x, k E {l, 2}, Q, consist of all limiting points of sequences 41, Ml, t2q,,..., q2, tq2, t2q,,.... Let x E Q,. Define a sequence x-l, xP2, x-~, . . . with properties tx-'=x, tx-n =x-"+l , n>,2,
Remark. Sequences satisfying (*> can exist not for all points of Q, (for example, there is not such a sequence for q1 (if q1 E Q,>>. However, there are points of Q, for which sequences satisfying (4) exist. Furthermore, many such sequences can exist for some points of Q,.
Let x E Q, and (x-'X ~ 1 satisfy ( *>. Denote &X(x-')) the sequence consisting of zeros and ones, Denote xr = (1 C,(P) 1). P E mt, where ) C,( /3) ) = card C,(P). The topological invariant of an attractor will be defined which is a cross-section of the Lorenz attractor. This invariant allows to distinguish an uncountable set of nonhomeomorphic attractors.
Statement
The system of differential equations (a) has an attractor called Lorenz attractor:
(Ly): Y=m-y-x2, i i= -a(x-y), i = -bz +xy.
Williams in [3] considered an inverse limit of a semiflow on the branched manifold L (Fig. 13) as a model of Lorenz attractor. He introduced a pair of kneading sequences. They are routes by means of which the unstable manifolds Wz" and W,' go the round of the left and right holes. This pair of kneading sequences is conditional topological invariant. More exactly:
Theorem A.1 (Williams) . If two attractors are homeomorphic and this homeomorphism is sufficiently close to identity, then their pairs of kneading sequences are equal.
We shall consider a cross-section of the Lorenz attractor. It is an attractor of the PoincarC map of system (a). Here is used a model of the PoincarC map of system (a) introduced by Afraimovich, Bykov and Shilnikov in [l] . where p1 and p2 are the points with ordinates q1 and q2 respectively, 1 > q1 > 0 > q2 > -1 (Fig. 14) . T expands in vertical direction and contracts in horizontal direction, that is T satisfies the assumptions:
(1) (a> I( f, II< 1, (b) dg/dy > 1. We'll define a set ,X, for which a topological invariant will be defined. Let us define a sequence of sets Go, G,, G,, . . . where Go = {(x, y): Ix) G 1, q2 <Y <q,), G, = ~10s T(G,\S), G,,,, = clos T(G, \S) for all n > 1. By assumption (lb), T(G,\S) c Go. Therefore G, c Go and for all n > 1, G,, c G,_,. Denote _ZT = n ;=a Gi. If T satisfies the assumption of general expanding (dg/dy > a>, then XT is an attractor [l] .
Let T satisfy the supplementary assumption (2) for all i > 0 and k = 1, 2, T'p,zS. This assumption is most general.
We'll introduce some preliminary definitions. Consider any point z E &\ U~Z=oTi(~, Up,) . For all k a 1, Tpkz is defined and T-kz+S, Tpkz E .ZT. Therefore we can define a sequence (-u,(z) consisting of zeros and ones: Thus, A, is separated on sets C,(w), w E Or, consisting of points with the same prehistory.
Let us denote xr = (card C,(w)}, E R,. xT is a topological invariant. Fig. 15 . Let x E Q,. Define a sequence n-l, xP2, xP3, . . . with properties tx-'=x ) tX-n=X-"+l, It > 2,
n>l. (*)
Remark. Sequences satisfying ( * > can exist not for all points of Q, (for example, there is not such a sequence for qk (if qk E Q,)). However, there are points of Q, for which sequences satisfying (* > exist. Furthermore, many such sequences can exist for some points from Q,.
Let x E Q, and {x-'}~=i satisfy (*). Denote &((x-')7-i) the sequence consisting of zeros and ones: Denote OnT = (w: 3x E Q,, 3{x-'}~=, satisfying (*), such that C;({xPi}~=i) = w}. Let w E 0,. Introduce a set C,(w) = (x E Q,: 3(x-'};=i satisfying ( * ) such that &( { xPi}) = w) .
Denote ,yt = {card C,(w&,, E o,.
Statement. xr = xr.
Thus, xT is expressed by means of t. Q,,,, C Q,, I,= n;=,Q,,(b) Proof. Let's define the sets Q,, Q,, Q3,. . . . T-'S consists of two curves. Let's denote them by h, and h,. Let H be a rectangle with sides h,, h,, x = 1 and x = -1. Consider points T- 'z, T-'2, T-3.z,. . . and so on. There exists a sequence of numbers 2<k,<k,< *.. <k,< . . . such that for all ial, TPklzeH. (Otherwise, the sequence {T-"z)z=, is going to M, or M, and therefore, M, or M2 belongs to &. This is a contradiction.) Consider any point TPknz.
Let V, cII be a maximum rectangle containing TPknz, such that int V, does not contain any points from IJ k <k, TdkS. The sides of this rectangle are the lines x = 1, x = -1 and two lines from tJ k <k,T-kS. Notice that Tkn is defined on int V,.
Let us denote Q, = cios Tkn(int V,>. Consider some properties of Q,. z E int Q,, aQ, is a simple closed continuous curve consisting of two graphics of functions depending on y (they are Tkn-images of the lines x = 1 and x = -1, due to Lemma A.4, citing after the main text, they are graphics of functions, satisfying the Lipschitz condition with some constant L). aQ, n & consist of two points. They belong to U~=OTi(pl Up,) (one of them is the highest point from Q,, the other is the lowest point from Q,>.
Let's call the maximum of lengths of horizontal lines connecting points from aQ,, by the "thickness" of Q,. The thickness of Q, is going to 0 when n -+ ~0 (it's due to assumption (la). For all i a 1, Q,,, c Qi.
Denote I, = n T= ,Qi. It follows from the properties of Qi, that I, is a continuous curve (graphic of a function depending on y, which satisfies Lipschitz condition with constant L), or I, = z, I, belongs to & because for all it > 1, Q,cG, n cG,~_~c **. cG,.
Let 1, be a curve. Let's prove that int I, f7 fi T'( P, U I$) = @. Therefore T-k 'z and TPkly lie on the different sides from some line from U k < k TPkS. Consequently, there is m z 1 such that T-"y and T-"z lie on the different sides from S. Thus a,(y) Z cyr (z) . This is a contradiction.
Statement 1 is proved.
Definition. Let's say that point x has property (B) if there are three lines I,, I,, 1, from .Zr such that (1) I, n I, = 1, n I, = I, n I, =x, (2) for i = 1, 2, 3, li is a continuous curve without selfintersections. The reader can prove that p1 and p2 have property (B). Proof. By assumption (2) for every i > 0 and k = 1, 2 there is a neighbourhood U(p,) of point pK such that T' maps u(pk> onto some neighbourhood of Tip,
